A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
army of 7000 veterans, the officers of which he had so carefully
picked that he could do with that force what he would. He
set out on the march for England, crossing the Tweed at
Coldstream on December 8. The move had been admirably
timed; there rose up explosive cries from every side in favour
of a new and free Parliament, to be elected as in the old days
of the monarchy, and a rising universal feeling against the
intolerable burden, financial and tyrannical, of the Army—
the main Army, as distinguished from Monk's small but
excellent separate force. The Navy joined the move, coming
up the Thames. Monk appealed to the government of the
City, declaring for a free Parliament, and insisted on the Rump
dissolving itself; a new House of Commons was summoned
which, under the suddenly released temper of the time, was
strongly for a Restoration. Monk wrote to Charles in his
exile, organized the militia, and suppressed an attempted revolt
on the part of the Army. The House of Lords assembled
again, and on May 29, 1660 (his thirtieth birthday), King
Charles II landed at Dover.
THE FALSE RESTORATION
charles II (second part)
Nature of the Reign* Outwardly the restoration of
Charles Fs son to England was a restoration of the monarchy,
The populace certainly believed it to be so, and were wild
with joy; and even in the wealthier classes few appreciated
what had really happened—which was their own victory over
the Crown* The name of King would be preserved in fature,
but the reality of kingly power would pass more and more into
the hands of a governing class composed of the gentry, who
were the landowners, the wealthier merchants, and the lawyers,
This governing class was to have for its two committees the
House of Lords and the House of Commons, and for its
powerful ally the beginnings of a banking system in the City of
London,
The governing class at once got rid of the old royal revenue,
so 4at the Government had henceforward to exist as best h
could on what the gentry chose to grant it in Parliament from
time to time; and the gentry also increasingly encroached upcm
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